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Romanian

Story

• Short stories in the native language and English

• Clearly structured text in extra-large primer font

• Nouns are replaced with pictures to be ‘read out’ by the children

• For reading aloud and reading together

•  Sense of achievement guaranteed!

• Accompanying domino game to practice vocabulary

Police officers Paula and Pepe find money on the street. The trace consisting of coins and bills leads them

to a bank. Has someone robbed it? Carefully, the two police officers approach and experience a real

surprise. But then the next action calls for Pepe: an elderly man has been mugged.

Learn English with Picture Mouse:

A Picture Mouse story is printed as a parallel text in the native language (German in the Loewe edition) and

English, helping children aged 5+ to learn English – as easy as ABC! The English vocabulary featured in the

story is provided on every page and can also be practiced using the accompanying domino game.
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Werner Färber was born in Wassertrüdingen and studied English as well as sports in Freiburg and

Hamburg. After graduating, he taught at a school in Scotland. Since 1985, he has been working as a

freelance translator and has been writing children's books.

Press commentaries

"A wonderful way to approach the English language." Hamburger Morgenpost

"The cute illustrations on every double page, the large font and short sentences ensure that early readers

find their way in the text. The books from the 'Picture Mouse - Learn English with pictures'-series are a great

and entertaining support for English taught in pre- and elementary schools."

Lisa Herden, Eselsohr

More titles in this series

Picture Mouse English - Little

Rabbit Stories

Picture Mouse English - Farm

Stories

PictureMouse English - Little

Dragon Stories
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Picture Mouse English - Little

Pony Stories
Picture Mouse English - Little

Unicorn Stories

PictureMouse English - Pirate

Stories

Picture Mouse English - Little

Polar Bear Stories

PictureMouse English - Dolphin

Stories

PictureMouse English -

Football Stories
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